
Dyson Trade In -Terms & Conditions  

1. Customers will be eligible to receive a Trade In discount upon purchasing a Dyson upright, 
cylinder or cordless vacuum cleaner (products listed below). 

2. For Home Delivery orders; to receive the Trade In discount customers must enter the trade in 

code, which is detailed on the product page and below, at the checkout.  

3. For Home Delivery orders; customers should take the vacuum they wish to trade in to their local 
store once they have received their new Dyson vacuum. 

4. For Reserve and Collect orders; please ask in store to receive the Trade In discount instead of 

entering the trade in code. The price displayed will be the full price, the trade in discount will be 

applied in store  

5. For Reserve and Collect orders; customers must bring in the vacuum they wish to trade in to 

store. 

6. Offer valid on purchases from Currys, between Thursday 26th February 2015 and end on 
Wednesday 25th March (both dates being Inclusive). 

7. For customers who wish to return their Dyson vacuum cleaner, it is the discounted price that will 
be refunded. The traded in vacuum will not be returned. 

8. Currys reserve the right to amend the trade in discount offered as part of the promotion at any 
time. 
 

 
 

 

Product Code 
(Outfit) Model Trade In Value 

Trade In Code Price before 
trade in 

Price after 
trade in 

111138 (115159) DC50 Multifloor £100 DYSON100 £369.99 £269.99 

111140 (115162) DC50 Animal £100 DYSON100 £399.99 £299.99 

112608 (115157) DC40 Multifloor £80 DYSON80 £299.99 £219.99 

128703 (130016) DC41 Multifloor £100 DYSON100 £419.99 £319.99 

111396 (115160) DC41 Animal £100 DYSON100 £429.99 £329.99 

119494 (130008) DC55 Total Clean £100 DYSON100 £429.99 £329.99 

128702 (130009) Big Ball Cinetic £110 DYSON110 £459.99 £349.99 

111390 (115164) DC28 £100 DYSON100 £299.99 £199.99 

111391 (115165) DC39 Animal £80 DYSON80 £379.99 £299.99 

111393 (115166) 
DC54 Cinetic 
Multifloor £100 

DYSON100 £419.99 £319.99 

111394 (115167) 
DC54 Cinetic 
Animal  £110 

DYSON110 £459.99 £349.99 

119496 (130015) DC53 Total Clean £100 DYSON100 £399.99 £299.99 

559101 (130010 DC34 Multifloor £10 DYSON10 £169.99 £159.99 

066584 (130011) DC58 Animal £20 DYSON20 £229.99 £209.99 

704777 (130012) DC35 Multifloor £30 DYSON30 £249.99 £219.99 

023286 (130013) DC44 Animal £40 DYSON40 £299.99 £259.99 

066411 (130014) DC59 Animal £50 DYSON50 £349.99 £299.99 




